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Abstract

Help is not much considered in the literature of analytic social phi-
losophy. According to Tuomela (2000), when a helps an agent b (1) a
contributes to the achievement of b’s goal, and (2) b accepts a’s contribu-
tion to the goal. We take a rather different tack. Our notion of help is
one-sided and triggered by an attempt. It is one-sided because we can
provide our help to someone without her accepting it. She could be un-
aware of our actions, or she could be unwilling to receive it. Helping is
based on trying because it is agent b (supposedly) trying to do something
that triggers a’s action of help. This is something supported for instance
by Warneken and Tomasello’s experiments with toddlers (Warneken and
Tomasello 2006, 2009).

Help is interesting in its own right, but also because it allows us to
reconsider the philosophical underpinnings of the essential notion of con-
trol in social philosophy. Help is seen here as a kind of weak interpersonal
control, where an agent a’s agency guides an agent b’s agency.

When possible, we evaluate our framework on chosen scenarios taken
from the literature in philosophy and psychology. The analysis is driven
by a formal, logical approach. In particular, we make use of the modal
logics of agency. This assists us in taking sensible philosophical choices,
avoiding blatant inconsistencies. Moreover, the resulting formalism has
the potential to serve as a computational engine for implementing concrete
societies of cooperating autonomous agents.

1 Introduction

Helping behavior manifests itself in virtually every society. In fact, if collec-
tive action is an essential constituent of society, it may well be that helping
behavior is a prerequisite ingredient of collective action. Instances of help in
Human societies are “working as a hospital volunteer”, “mailing off a char-
ity donation to help hurricane victims”, “cardiopulmonary resuscitation and
rescue breathing on someone who has had a heart attack”, etc. But helping be-
havior is commonplace in everyday interactions. It is not just a phenomenon
occurring in emergency situations, or when somebody is in real need. There
are also more trivial and common ways of helping others. For example “help-
ing someone entering the metro by leaving room for them to get in”, “helping
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a child getting dressed”, “helping someone to gather some papers they acci-
dentally dropped in a hallway”, etc. In the Encyclopedia of Social Psychology,
it is defined as follows:

Helping behavior is providing aid or benefit to another person. It
does not matter what the motivation of the helper is, only that
the recipient is assisted. This is distinguished from the more gen-
eral term prosocial behavior, which can include any cooperative or
friendly behavior. It is also distinguished from the more specific
term altruistic behavior, which requires that the motivation for as-
sisting others be primarily for the well-being of the other person
or even at a cost to oneself. ([24, p. 420])

The explanation of the reason for help is best left to social psychology. Al-
though often focused on emergency situations, the study of decisions to help
is a typical problem in the discipline. Latané and Darley proposed a de-
cision model of helping [5]. Work of classifying helping behavior has also
been done. Pearce and Amato [34] proposed a cognitively-based typology of
helping along three dimensions: planned formal versus spontaneous infor-
mal; serious versus non serious; and giving or indirect versus doing or direct.
Smithson and Amato [40] extended the classification with one dimension: per-
sonal versus anonymous.

If help has been a prominent topic of study in social psychology, the same
cannot be said in philosophy. It is true that help is considered in ethics, but
the typical questions that are explored there are: Is helping a duty? Are
we required to help? Little, instead, has been written in analytic philosophy
about what help is. We think that this is a loss, especially in the context of
social philosophy. In the last years this stream of studies has been focused on
the explanation of complex intertwinings of intentions and actions called joint
actions. Typical scenarios under investigations are moving a sofa together [44],
painting a house together [3], or preparing a hollandaise sauce together [39].
All these cases can be readily seen as the sum of some manifestations of help.
Therefore we believe that an analysis of help itself may become important to
tackle, in further studies, joint actions by means of it.

In our account an archetypical case of help—successful help—occurs when
agent b tries to achieve a state of affairs, and a makes sure that, if b is trying
to achieve some situation, then that very situation is the case. The contribu-
tion someone gives to the realization of that situation can vary. This means,
for example, that we help others even if we don’t actively intervene into the
situation: we see our partner trying to open the door and we help her by just
seeing to it that she opens it. If she opens the door without us intervening,
we helped her anyway since we, for example already reached the keys in our
pocket, ready to open the door for her. As we shall see, this structure is a
specialisation of a more general one. Help is a form of control over others’
agency. It is a way of monitoring what is going on and if necessary, provide
what is needed to accomplish what the helpee is trying to accomplish. It
is this preparedness to react as a backup-system that is the relevant part of
helping behavior.

We will formalise a general concept of weak interpersonal control, a guid-
ance interpersonal control, in the modal logics of agency commonly coined
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“bringing-it-about”. See e.g. [21, 35, 22, 17, 6, 7, 13, 42]. It is a logic extending
propositional logic with one modality Ei for every agent i. The formula Eiφ
reads that “agent i brings about that φ”, where φ describes some state of af-
fairs. We will also make use of one modality Ai for every agent i, where Aiφ
reads that “agent i tries to bring that φ”. A first use of the attempt modality
is probably due to Santos and others [37]. In the literature of the “bringing-it-
about”, influence over agents has been subject to debate. One kind of strong
interpersonal control—of agent a over agent b for φ—is simply captured by
EaEbφ.1 More generally, it is any bringing about or attempt to bring about,
by a of some conjunction where at least one conjunct concerns the agency of
b: Xa(Xbφ ∧ ψ), where Xa and Xb is some modality of a’s and b’s agency re-
spectively. In contrast, the pattern of weak interpersonal control will match
Xa(Xbφ ∨ ψ) (with ψ typically non-provably equivalent to the logical contra-
diction ⊥). By instantiation of our general formalisation of weak interpersonal
control, we will be able to discuss a variety of more specific controls, helps,
and subjective helps. The logic will allow to express properties pertaining
to helping behavior and reason about them rigorously. This will assist us
in taking sensible philosophical choices. Moreover, the resulting formalism
will have the potential to serve as a computational engine for implementing
concrete societies of cooperating autonomous agents.

Control over a certain situation is central in Elgesem’s interpretation of the
logics of “bringing-it-about” [6, 7]. Although the language is too abstract to
discern all the nuances,2 its proposed semantics at least offers a modelling
guideline of agency in terms of Sommerhoff’s model of the goal-directed con-
trol that living things possess to achieve their function [41].

One of the main and yet somehow striking points of this kind of logic, is its
“static” character. Actions are not considered along their temporal dimension.
The notion of change, dynamics and time are abstracted away. Abstraction
and modularity are the strengths of logic in general. It is because it abstracts
away from some details of action makes “bringing-it-about” flexible and easily
prone to modular upgrades [13].

It has recently been emphasized that “there is no one folk theory of action,
in roughly the way there is no one folk tale of Little Red Riding Hood” [31,
p. 91]. To us, the modal logic of “bringing-it-about” is very useful as a start-
ing tool for the formal analysis of agency, and helping behavior in particu-
lar. Since philosophical and logical research on the notion of helping is in
its pre-infancy, we believe that abstracting away from some details can be
useful to discover at least some of its basic ingredients. As a logic of “do-
ing”, “bringing-it-about” is indeed very apt to capture the essence of cases of
successful interpersonal control. Successfull cases are good starting points to
explore tentative interpersonal control and helping behavior, as well as more
”epistemic” cases. These are cases of being helpful but possibly ineffective.
Trying replaces doing, and imperfect information brings in interesting trou-
bles. Hence, the strength of the logic putatively lies in its very abstractness, as
one can abstract away from distracting phenomena and still incorporate them

1Some authors adopt the maxim qui facit per alium facit per se to emphasize that this strong
interpersonal control implies full blown agency: EaEbφ→ Eaφ.

2The proposed axiomatisation in [7] indeed requires only simple minimal neighboordhood
models that are standard in modal logic. The axiomatisation was refined in [13], and proved
complete with respect to a class of minimal models.
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later ahead in the analysis.

2 Guidance interpersonal control

Logics of agency, and logics of “bringing-it-about” specifically, are the logics
of the modalities Ex where x is an acting entity, and Exφ reads “x brings about
φ”, or “x sees to it that φ”. This tradition in logics of action comes from the
observation that action is better explained by what it brings about. It is a
particularly adequate view for ex post acto reasoning, and thus for discovering
whether an acting entity is responsible at the moment of the achievement of
an action. In a linguistic analysis of action sentences, Belnap and others [1, 2]
adopt the paraphrase thesis: a sentence φ is agentive for some acting entity x if
it can be rephrased as x sees to it that φ. Under this assumption, all actions can
be captured with the abstract modality. It is regarded as an umbrella concept
for direct or indirect actions, performed to achieve a goal, maintaining one, or
refraining from one.

The philosophy that grounds the logic was carefully discussed by Elgesem
in [6]. Suggested to him by Pörn, Elgesem borrows from theoretical neurosci-
entist Sommerhoff [41] the idea that agency is the actual bringing about of a
goal towards which an activity is directed. Elgesem’s analysis leans also on
Frankfurt [11, Chap. 6] according to whom, the pertinent aspect of agency is
the manifestation of the agent’s guidance towards a goal. Sommerhoff’s goals
are not necessarily goals proper, and instead are telos of an activity, that is,
its terminus or end. This means that the notion of bringing about may refer
also to non-intentional actions [16, 13] that have a final end anyway, related
for example, to mere instinct.3

In Aristotelian terms, action (praxis) and production (poiesis) have, as their
object, the contingent, that which can be otherwise (to endechomenon allos
echein4). It is an important issue for whom is working in modal logic of agency.
It was at the core of the discussions in early work such as [21, 22, 35], and in
more recent examinations [17]. The crux of the issue is to capture the idea, in
the semantics, that what the agent brings about has to be avoidable. In phi-
losophy this is traditionally seen as control. To exercise control, possibilities
have to be open to the agent. And this amounts to say that to bring about a
state of affair φ is to exercise a control on φ. In [21, 22] this is linked to what is
called negative condition of agency, that can be termed counterfactual condition,
saying that if the agent had not acted the way she did, φ would have not been
obtained [17]. The exact nature of this negative condition has been open to
debate ever since. To mention only an eminent proposal, according to [35] this
condition has to be weakened to the point that if the agent had not acted the
way she did, φ might have not been the case.

With respect to that, Elgesem [7] makes an interesting point, holding that
even this weaker negative condition is too strong. One can imagine cases
where φ is the case, independently of what the agent does, but where it is still
the case that he brings it about that φ:

3The main source is Nicomachean Ethics iii. For a recent review on Aristotle’s voluntariness of
action see [29].

4NE iv 5, 1140b 27
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Consider this example. My one-year-old boy is in the process of
learning to eat by himself. Sometimes he succeeds in getting the
food into his mouth with the spoon, and sometimes not. Suppose
he succeeds at some point during the meal, i.e. he brings it about
that he has food in his mouth. During the whole of this meal, I
am watching him to make sure that he gets fed. So if he does not
succeed in getting the food into his mouth, I put the food into his
mouth anyway. In this situation, it seems to be the case that there is
no relevant alternative where it is not true that he gets food in his
mouth. Now, in the case where he hits his mouth with the spoon,
it must be right to say that he brings it about that he has food in his
mouth. This is the case despite the existence of a reliable back-up
system which guarantees that the goal is satisfied in any case.

In the context of the present study, the baby scenario is noteworthy for
two reasons. The first one is that it suggests that we should consider a differ-
ent notion of control. According to John Martin Fischer [8, 9], we can isolate
at least two kinds of control: regulative control and guidance control. Regu-
lative control is conceptually linked with the negative condition, because it
requires freedom to choose and do otherwise. The notion of guidance con-
trol stems from Harry Frankfurt [10] and gives a better account of Elgesem’s
stance, because it does not require to consider necessarily that something can
be otherwise. Guidance “is determined by characteristics of the actual se-
quence issuing in one’s choice” [32]. Fischer, in order to illustrate this notion,
proposes the example of driving a car. I have regulative control of the car if,
given the fact that I wish to make a right turn, the car, as a result, moves to the
right, but given the perfect condition of the car, I could have decided to make
it turn to the left. Instead, suppose that the car is not in perfect condition, but
has a quite peculiar malfunctioning such that, if I steer to the right it does it
perfectly, but if I try and steer to the left, the car goes to the right, too. Sup-
pose now that I actually steer the wheel to the right (the direction that does
not display the malfunctioning). In this case I have guidance control of the
car.

The second reason to find interest in Elgesem’s scenario is that here, we
are not simply dealing with agency, but with interpersonal agency. An inter-
personal action, as justly observed by Seumas Miller [30], is an action that is
interdependent with the action of some other agent, or is otherwise directed to
an agent. In the case of the baby, the controlling agency is not just putting
some food in a cavity, it is making sure that if the baby tries to put some food
in his mouth, the food is in his mouth. The result may be realized with the
contribution of his father, or by the baby actually feeding himself. We can call
this weak or guidance interpersonal control, having two main components: the
controlling agency and the controlled agency. The controlling agency is, in
Elgesem’s scenario, the father bringing about that the baby is fed if the baby tries
to be fed.

In guidance interpersonal control, the controlling agency does not have
“to go the way of” the controlled agency, though. Take for instance a case of
counter-action. Imagine a rush-hour traffic scenario, and in particular these
two cars side by side on two different lanes. When the driver in the car on
the right lane (say Dr. R) tries to slot his car into the left lane, the driver in
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the car on the left lane (say Dr. L) will accelerate ever so slightly to prevent
it. The controlled agency is Dr. R’s trying to have his car on the left lane. The
controlling agency is here Dr. L bringing about that Dr. R’s car is not on the left
lane if Dr. R tries to slot his car into the left lane.

The notion of control that we want to highlight is a form of weak control
indeed. Not only because interpersonal control is not regulative, but also be-
cause the control we are interested in is not a coercion of the controlled agent.
It is not a form of constraining the agent into an unavoidable action, and it
is not a form of mind control. It is control over a situation in which another
agent is actively involved, and has an autonomously acquired volition. In
Elgesem’s son example the baby is not force-fed, but simply fed by his father
when he tries and fails to do it by himself.

Trying, or attempt will become crucial in our work here. It has been ana-
lyzed in the philosophical literature, considered as a common feature of hu-
man actions and often linked to volition. (See [18, 33]. See also [26] for a re-
view of the philosophical literature from a logical standpoint.) Trying clearly
differs from effective agency. One can bring about something without even
wanting it, for example by mistake. The telos of some bringing about is the
final end of the action. It is in a way, where the action is directed, and it
is not necessarily linked with volitions. When someone brings about that φ,
we can say that φ is true. On the other end, when we consider the notion of
trying, volition enters into the picture and from the fact that someone tries φ
we cannot infer that φ is true. As highlighted also in the recent literature [19],
one of the non obvious points related to trying is assessing whether someone
has tried to do something whenever she has succeeded in doing it. We finally
take no stance on the issue: we do not think that a bringing about implies an
attempt, and we do not think that an attempt implies a bringing about. These
principles will shine by their absence in the logic presented in the next section.

3 Logical aspects of guidance interpersonal control

3.1 The logic of “bringing-it-about” as a starting point

In this paper, we will use the logics of bringing-it-about (BIAT). It has been
studied over several decades in philosophy of action, law, and in multi-agent
systems ([23], [35], [25], [6], [37], [38], [7], [36], [12], [42]). It is the logic of
the modality Ei, where i is an agent, and Eiφ reads “i brings about that φ”.
Following [38], we will also integrate one modality Ai for every agent i, and
Aiφ reads “i tries to bring about φ”.

We have laid out the main conceptual foundations of these operators in
Section 2. We are now going concentrate on the formal features of their logic.

Throughout the paper, we will assume a finite set of agents Agt and an
enumerable set of atomic propositions Atm. The language of BIAT extends
the language of propositional logic over Atm, with one operator Ei and one
operator Ai for every agent i ∈ Agt.

The language L is defined by the following grammar:

φ ::= p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | Eiφ | Aiφ

where p ∈ Atm, and i ∈ Agt.
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The fundamental principles (axioms schemes and rules and inference) of
BIAT (where i is an individual agent) are:5

(prop) ` φ , when φ is a tautology of classical propositional logic
(notaut) ` ¬Ei>
(success) ` Eiφ→ φ
(aggreg) ` Eiφ ∧ Eiψ→ Ei(φ ∧ ψ)
(ree) if ` φ↔ ψ then ` Eiφ↔ Eiψ
(rea) if ` φ↔ ψ then ` Aiφ↔ Aiψ

BIAT extends propositional classical logic (prop). An acting entity never exer-
cises control towards a tautology (notaut). Agency is an achievement, that is,
the culmination of a successful action (success). Agency aggregates (aggreg).
Agency and attempts are closed under provably equivalent formulas (ree) and
(rea).

We keep the logic of Ai very minimal. In particular, we do not take for
granted that every actual agency requires an attempt. That is, we do not
integrate Eiφ→ Aiφ in the previous Hilbert system.

It is important to note that neither Eiφ → Ei(φ ∨ ψ) nor Aiφ → Ai(φ ∨ ψ)
are derivable. They would indicate that agency and attempt are monotone
modalities. We do not want that a bringing about that the letter is posted
necessarily implies a bringing about that the letter is posted or the letter is
burnt. In fact, adding the former formula to the axiomatization would yield
an inconsistent theory. (In classical logic, it is incompatible with (notaut).) The
logic of bringing it about is a weaker version of the achievement stit and of
the deliberative stit in [2]. It is different from the Chellas’ stit [20] which does
admit the monotony of agency.

Strong interpersonal control. One typical kind of strong interpersonal con-
trol occurs when agent a brings about that an agent b brings about that φ. It
is captured by EaEbφ

More generally, a strong interpersonal control is any bringing about or
attempt to bring about, by a of some conjunction where at least one conjunct
concerns the agency of b. That is, where Xa and Xb is some modality of
concerning a’s and b’s agency respectively:

Xa(Xbφ ∧ ψ)

Decidability. The decidability of BIAT is important for its practical applica-
tion in reasoning about social situations and procedures. The proof is a simple
adaptation of the result obtained in [42].

Proposition 1. Let a formula φ in the language of BIAT. The problem of deciding
whether ` φ is decidable.

This means that we can algorithmically decide of the validity of any prop-
erty expressed in the language of BIAT. There is a procedure that one can me-
chanically follow, that will eventually provide the right answer to the question

5For any formula φ, the notation ` φ means that φ is provable within the logic. It is a theorem
of the logic. That is, it is an axiom or a formula that can be deduced from the axioms and rules
of inferences.
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“is the formula φ valid?”, for every formula φ. There is a practical limitation in
that the time complexity may grow exponentially with the size of the formula
one wishes to automatically analyze. However, the task can be performed
without an exponential blowup in space complexity.

The base logic is decidable but we do not claim so for the logics obtained
by extending the above Hilbert system as suggested in the remaining of this
paper. The problem for each single extension would require to be addressed
individually.

3.2 The general form of guidance interpersonal control

We have seen in the previous sections that interpersonal control involves two
interweaving actions: the controlled agency performed by a controlled agent
b, and the controlling agency, performed by a controlling agent a. The latter
capitalizes on the former to achieve some state of affairs, say γ. In order to
logically characterize interpersonal control, we introduce three instrumental
modalities, intended to capture agentive modes. We list them below along with
a rough description of their purpose:

1. Xab
1 : used to capture the mode of the controlling agency;

2. Xab
2 : used to capture the mode of the content of the controlling agency;

3. Xab
3 : used to capture the mode of the controlled agency.

To reflect that the agentive modes are indeed modalities, we only need to
assume that the obey the rule of equivalents:

(rex1) if ` φ↔ ψ then ` Xab
1 φ↔ Xab

1 ψ

(rex2) if ` φ↔ ψ then ` Xab
2 φ↔ Xab

2 ψ

(rex3) if ` φ↔ ψ then ` Xab
3 φ↔ Xab

3 ψ

The modalities must be expressible in the language but can take many forms.
Example of modalities X that can be defined are Xφ = Eiφ, Xφ = Ei¬Ajφ,
Xφ = Ej¬Aiφ, Xφ = Ajφ ∧ Ei¬φ, etc. For each example, it can indeed be
readily checked that if ` φ↔ ψ then ` Xφ↔ Xψ. Despite this generality, we
will frame more specifically the modalities intended to be used below.

Remark 1. Instead of giving the modalities Xab
1 , Xab

2 , and Xab
3 a definition proper,

we will use an axiomatic definition. For instance, instead of defining Xφ = Eiφ,
we would adopt ` Xφ ↔ Eiφ as an axiom. In such a way, we can flexibly provide
partial, underspecified definitions of modalities. A weaker version of the previous
example could be given as ` Xφ→ Eiφ.

The definition of a guidance interpersonal control of agent a over agent b for γ
is then as follows:

GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , γ)

def
= Xab

1 (Xab
2 γ→ γ) ∧ Xab

3 γ

It is a general account for a situation, or state of affairs, describing a’s control-
ling agency over b’s agency, to obtain γ.

It is now better to progressively deconstruct GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , γ). It is the

general form of guidance interpersonal control and is a conjunction of two
distinct states of affairs pertaining to some kind of agency:
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• Xab
1 (Xab

2 γ → γ) is the controlling agency of the guidance interpersonal
control;

• Xab
3 γ is the controlled agency of the guidance interpersonal control.

In the controlled agency:

• Xab
3 is the agentive mode of the controlled agency.

In the controlling agency:

• Xab
1 is the agentive mode of the controlling agency;

• Xab
2 γ→ γ is the content of the controlling agency;

• Xab
2 is the agentive mode of the content of the controlling agency.

Typically then, we will think of the modalities reflecting more specific modes
than suggested before. The modality Xab

1 would reflect some agentive mode
pertaining to a. To commit the definition to a more definite flavor of control of
a, we will consider that Xab

1 is either Aa or Ea. Practically, it means that we will
only consider such instantiations in this paper. Agent a’s control is over b’s
agency. So in the instantiations of guidance interpersonal control considered
in this paper, the modalities Xab

2 and Xab
3 will always reflect some agentive

mode pertaining to b. The main idea is that (i) the controlled agency indeed
reflects b’s agency, (ii) the controlling agency indeed reflects a’s agency, and
(iii) the content of the controlling agency partly reflects b’s agency.

The rush-hour traffic scenario. Remember Dr. R trying to slot his car into the
left lane, and Dr. L making sure that it does not happen if he does try. Take
left to mean that Dr. R’s car is on the left lane. The guidance interpersonal
control at play in the scenario can be instantiated as follows:

GIC(EDrL, ADrR¬, ADrR¬,¬left)

which translates into:

EDrL(ADrRleft→ ¬left) ∧ ADrRleft

3.3 Some formal properties of interpersonal control

As a general definition, our formal account of guidance interpersonal control
(of a over b) can be instantiated to specific cases by simply identifying the
three agentive modes to a particular modality expressible in the logic of BIAT.
We can then use the formal tools provided by the logic to rigorously define
a terminology pertaining to the properties of interpersonal control. We begin
with a few simple qualities.

An interpersonal control is well-situated when the agentive mode of the
controlled agency coincides with the agentive mode of the content of the con-
trolling agency.

Definition 1 (WS). For any ψ, a guidance interpersonal control GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , ψ)

is well-situated when
` Xab

3 ψ↔ Xab
2 ψ

9



Intuitively, well-situatedness is a good property for a’s controlling agency.
Indeed, in a well-situated controlled agency (for γ), γ is true iff the content of
the controlled agency is true.6 With the right mode of controlling agency, a’s
agency can then be the least effort for γ.

What more sure way to have the content of a well-situated controlled
agency true, and hence γ, than to effectively bring it about? An interper-
sonal control is effective when the agentive mode of the controlling agency
coincides with a bringing about of agent a.

Definition 2 (EF). For any ψ, a guidance interpersonal control GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , ψ)

is effective when
` Xab

1 ψ↔ Eaψ

Uncertain, unskilled, or hazardous controlling agency by a would remain
a worthwhile effort. We say that an interpersonal control is tentative when the
agentive mode of the controlling agency coincides with an attempt of agent a.

Definition 3 (TE). For any ψ, a guidance interpersonal control GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , ψ)

is tentative when
` Xab

1 ψ↔ Aaψ

Remember that we framed earlier Xab
1 to be identified either as Aa or as Ea.

No other mode of controlling agency will be considered here. In this context,
definitions 2 and 3 offer a clear dichotomy of guidance interpersonal con-
trol: (i) effective control, which is actual and successful,7 (ii) tentative control,
which is an uncertain, possible control.

These properties of interpersonal control are presented as provable logical
formulas in the language of BIAT. Methodologically, it means that to design
a logic of guidance interpersonal control, it suffices to combine into a Hilbert
system:

1. the axiomatic system of BIAT presented on Page 7;

2. the principles (rex1), (rex2), and (rex3);

3. the definition of GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , γ);

4. a set of properties of guidance interpersonal control.

In Section 5, we will address a few properties of interpersonal control that are
more specific to the notion of help, and we propose a few simple theorems to
exemplify the kind of reasoning that is enabled by our formal proposal.

4 Help

Help is a form of weak, interpersonal, guidance control of agent a over agent b
for some state of affairs φ. It goes, so to say, in the way of the helpee’s trying
or attempting. The controlling agency here is for the sake of the controlled
one. In order to provide help, some control over the situation in which the

6We have ` (GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , γ) ∧ (Xab

3 γ↔ Xab
2 γ))→ ((Xab

2 γ→ γ)↔ γ).
7Successful in virtue of axiom (success).
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helpee is trying to achieve some φ is needed. The baby example provided in
Section 2 is not just an example of interpersonal guidance control, but it is also
an example of help. The father is helping his child to get fed, and this does
not mean that all the time he is materially putting the food in his mouth. The
father is exercising guidance control of a disjunctive state of affairs involving
the child tryings to get fed. If the child is able to get fed by himself, there
is no need to intervene. On the other hand, if the child tries but fails, then
the father’s agency will have him intervene in guiding the food in the mouth
of the baby. In contrast, the rush-hour traffic example (Section 2, and end of
Section 3.2), although a weak interpersonal guidance control, certainly is not
a helping behavior.

As we said the notion of help is not much studied in philosophy in its
own right. A notable exception, Raimo Tuomela [43] endorses that helping is
in essence a adopting b’s goal and b accepting it. It is then a special case of
asymmetric cooperative activity. If b has much to carry and a has no load, a
may offer to help b to carry some of b’s bags. In thus helping b, a engages in
a cooperative activity with b and b accepts a’s help:

a helps b relative to b’s autonomously acquired goal to achieve
γ if and only if a) a intends to contribute to b’s achieving γ and
carries out this intention, and b) b accepts a). [43, p. 136; adapted
notation].

It is important to point out at once that Tuomela himself sees his characteriza-
tion as too strong [43, p. 136]. We are seeking specifically a more basic, and,
at the same time, more general notion. We would like to contrast it with the
two conditions provided by Tuomela.

First, let us consider the point of view of the helper a, that is the a) con-
dition of Tuomela’s definition. As we have already said, the emphasis in our
framework is not on the intentional notion of goal of an agent, it is rather on
the more general notion of end (telos) of an action. With this in mind, not to
be committed to strictly purposeful actions can also leave room for helping
behavior in other forms of agency. For example, what appears to be a spon-
taneous tendency of children to cooperate [46] could be seen as an impulsive
helping behavior:

The behavior is as simple as it is surprising—and it is highly ro-
bust. Drop an object accidentally on the floor and try to reach for
it, for example, from a desk, and infants as young as 14-18 months
of age will toddle over, pick it up and return it to you. [46, p. 397].

This obviously depends on what position one may take with respect to in-
tentions. If impulses are considered as intentions, then Tuomela’s definition
is valid, in this respect at least. If, instead, we are not willing to accept im-
pulses as some form of intentions, then our teleological notion of help is more
flexible, since it covers both options. But there are other cases that do not fit
Tuomela’s definition in any way. Consider, for example, a competitive game,
where some unintentional behavior of some player just helped the opponent
in taking advantage in the game. For instance, a football kicked by an attacker
and bouncing off a defender into the net. Out of all the possible positions on
the field, the defender chose this one. It is a controlling agency of the defender
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that is ill-fatedly directed towards making sure that the opponent’s attempt to
score is realized. Finally, one can imagine cases of help also in actions where
it is difficult to assess if they are intentional or unintentional, as in side ef-
fects or lucky actions [28]. These cases exclude to us as requirements both the
adoption of someone’s goal and the formation of an intention. In such cases
the teleological stance that we adopt shows instead its benefits.

Secondly, the other point of view to consider is the helpee’s one. The
first condition regarding b is that b’s goal has to be “autonomously acquired”.
This assumption is meant, as Tuomela himself states, to exclude cases where a
coerces b to have the goal γ and b accepts the “help” in virtue of that coercion.
This condition seems significant also in the light of what we said about weak
interpersonal control, that also applies to our conception of help. As we stated
in Section 2, the interpersonal control we are interested in is neither a form
of mind control nor some way of bringing about that the helpee brings about
that something is the case. This amounts to say that the control provided in a
helping behavior has to be over a conditional state of affairs, whose antecedent
is a proper volition/trying of the helpee. (Classically, this conditional is also
a disjunctive state of affairs where one disjunct is the negation of the trying.)
The relevance of the helpee’s rational volition is also the primary assumption
taken by Chisholm and Zimmerman (in an otherwise mysterious working
note):

My being helped by someone to bring about some event implies an
intentional relation between me and the event in question. Jones’s
helping Robinson to do something implies that Robinson, at least,
”knows what he’s doing”, whether or not Jones does. [4, p. 402]

The other condition imposed by Tuomela that regards b, the acceptance con-
dition —that is, the requirement that b accepts that a intends to contribute to
b’s achieving γ and carries out this intention— is instead more problematic.
There are many cases of help where the acceptance is not needed, because the
controlling agency fits, so to say, with the volition of the helpee, with no need
for the helpee to have any agreement on it. Consider cases of paternalistic
help, that is a rather common manifestation of help in human behavior. Re-
cent studies in developmental psychology show how when facing the situation
where an experimenter requests something that is ill-suited to achieving their
ultimate goal, 3-year-old children override the request in favor of what they
believe is best for them [27]. There is no acceptance from the helpee and yet,
help occurs. The same goes in our previous football example where the de-
fender unwittingly helps the attacker to score. The attacker is not expected, in
order to be successfully helped, to accept what the unlucky defender’s agency
is going to provide him. Even if the helpee is unaware of the helper’s agency,
it is sufficient for him to take advantage of the situation, and the resulting
event can be considered help.

Given these observations we can now focus on our notion of successful help:

a helps b relative to b’s trying to bring about that φ, if and only if: (i) a
brings it about that: if b tries to bring about that φ then φ is the case; (ii)
b tries to bring about that φ.

Condition (i) represents the controlling agency of help. It is a bringing
about, so it is an effective guidance interpersonal control. Its content is a ma-
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terial implication, dependent on the helpee’s volition. As the left hand side
of the condition is exactly b’s attempt to bring about φ, we will qualify it as a
justified assistance. We can have a successful case of help when this controlling
agency properly combines with condition (ii), the controlled agency. It re-
quires that the helpee has to actually try to bring about that φ. We will qualify
this property as an opportune assistance. As these two agencies are properly
aligned, we are in presence of a well-situated interpersonal control, formally
defined in the previous section. It implies that help is successful and φ is the
case.

Since the controlling agency is conditional, agent a can help b without
necessarily actively intervening in the situation. Agent a’s agency may be
decisive for the truth of φ or may be redundant. We will define in particular
the fact that the assistance is decisive when b does not bring about φ himself.

Elgesem’s example is exactly about this. He assists his son for the sake of
his son’s attempt to be fed. If the baby is able to do it by itself the assistance
is not decisive, otherwise, Elgesem makes sure that the baby gets fed when it
tries. The example of the keys mentioned in the introduction, is also in line
with our definition. If we see our partner about to open door, as we reach for
the keys in our pocket ready to open the door, we help her anyway, even if
she does get the keys first and does open the door. Help is exactly about the
preparedness to provide to the helpee, what is needed in order to accomplish
what she is trying to accomplish. It is also what Elgesem calls a back-up
system in his example. The preparedness is a kind of guidance interpersonal
control. But, we want to emphasize it, this control is weak. First, it is not mind
control or some other strong way to bring about that the helpee brings about
that φ holds. Agent b can autonomously acquire her volition Abφ. Second, it
is a form of guidance. The state of affairs φ could become true even without
an active participation of the helper. And even if his intervention is decisive,
φ has to become true only with the precondition of the helpee’s volition.

5 Logical aspects of help

5.1 Some formal properties of assisting behavior

On our way to characterize the notion of successful help that we defended
before, we propose a few properties pertaining to what we may call more
generally assisting behaviors, or simply assistances.

To start with, paternalism is a limiting factor to the meaningfulness of help.
It occurs when the controlling agency of a does not properly capitalize on an
attempt of b to bring about γ. We then start by characterizing a condition for
the controlling agency to be a justified assistance (of a towards b).

Definition 4 (JA). For any ψ, a guidance interpersonal control GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , ψ)

is a justified assistance when

` Xab
2 ψ→ Abψ

We say that an interpersonal control is a justified assistance when the mode
of the content of the controlling agency at least includes an attempt of b.
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All assistances are not necessary for bringing about the state of affairs
sought after by a controlled agency. One class of these assistances is that of
faked assistances. They occur when the mode of the content of the controlling
agency at least includes b bringing about its volition.

Definition 5 (FA). For any ψ, a guidance interpersonal control GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , ψ)

is a faked assistance when
` Xab

2 ψ→ Ebψ

So the controlling agency of a faked assistance is over a state of affairs
satisfying γ when, at least, b does bring about γ.

Critical properties of interpersonal control depend on the controlled agency.
A decisive assistance occurs when the controlled agency of an interpersonal
control for γ implies that b does not already bring about γ.

Definition 6 (DA). For any ψ, a guidance interpersonal control GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , ψ)

is a decisive assistance when

` Xab
3 ψ→ ¬Ebψ

This is decisive in the sense that b does not bring about γ himself. This
is not necessarily decisive in the sense that γ would not be true if it were
not for b’s action. Indeed, γ might be true coincidentally for some reason
independent of a and b’s actions. One can of course define a stronger property
as follows:

Definition 7 (SD). For any ψ, a guidance interpersonal control GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , ψ)

is a strongly decisive assistance when

` Xab
3 ψ→ ¬ψ

Surely however, assistances would barely deserve the name if it were not
for b to actually try to bring about a state of affairs.

Definition 8 (OA). For any ψ, a guidance interpersonal control GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , ψ)

is an opportune assistance when

` Xab
3 ψ→ Abψ

In an opportune assistance for γ, the controlled agency at least implies that
b tries to bring about γ.

5.2 A simple account of successful help

Finally, successful help (of a towards b for γ) can be rigorously defined as
the weakest form of well-situated opportune effective assistance. That is,
GIC(Xab

1 , Xab
2 , Xab

3 , γ), where:

1. ` Xab
1 ψ↔ Eaψ

2. ` Xab
2 ψ↔ Abψ

3. ` Xab
3 ψ↔ Abψ
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It is worth defining a new dedicated modality. Thus, we obtain:

[a : b]γ def
= Ea(Abγ→ γ) ∧ Abγ

which we read “a successfully helps b to bring about γ”.
It is successful because we have the following expected property by apply-

ing (success) and (prop):

Proposition 2. ` [a : b]φ→ φ

It is an assistance for three reasons. First, there is an assistee. It is a volition
of b to bring about γ and b does try. Second, there is a assistant. the content of
a’s control is over the state of affairs where γ is true whenever b tries to bring
about γ. Hence, i’s guidance is reactive to b’s goodwill in the action. Third, it
is compelling to a formalization of assistance that [a : b]γ ∧ ¬Eaγ ∧ ¬Ebγ is a
consistent formula. That is, it is possible that a successfully helps b to bring
about γ, and still, neither a nor b brings about γ. Hence, the success of the
assistance described by [a : b]γ comes from some cohesion between a and b.

Elgesem’s example. Back to Elgesem’s example about his one-year old boy
(see Section 2). There are two cases: “sometimes [the boy] succeeds in getting
the food into his mouth with the spoon, and sometimes not.” When he does
succeed, Elgesem argues that the boy does bring about that he has food in
his mouth. That is, Eboyfood, where food stands for “the boy has food in his
mouth”. When he does not succeed however, there is a “back-up system”.
It is, we argued, the help provided by the father. Note that the accent is
put on the boy being in the process of learning to eat by himself. There is
no case of feeding the boy against his will. So, we must say that indeed
the boy tries to bring about that he has food in his mouth: Aboyfood. It is
the controlled agency. The back-up system is the controlling agency, which
consists in making sure that the boy has food in his mouth when he tries to
bring about that the food is in his mouth. The agent of the controlling agency
is Dag Elgesem himself, so we have: Edag(Aboyfood → food). This is a case of
effective, well-situated opportune guidance interpersonal control of Dag over
the boy’s agency towards the boy having food in his mouth.

To sum up, at least one of the following holds:

• Eboyfood

• Edag(Aboyfood→ food) ∧ Aboyfood

which implies that food holds no matter what.

5.3 Proven properties of interpersonal control and assistances

The logical theory allows to reason about more complex properties of con-
textual agency now expressible with our vocabulary. Some properties are
expected from the choice of terminology. We can verify for instance that a
strongly decisive assistance is a decisive assistance.

Theorem 1. Strongly decisive assistance is decisive.
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Proof.

1. {SD} ` Xab
3 γ→ ¬γ (from SD)

2. {SD} ` ¬γ→ ¬Ebγ (from (success) and (prop))

3. {SD} ` Xab
3 γ→ ¬Ebγ (from 1., 2., and (prop))

4. {SD} ` DA (from 3. and DA)

But typically, properties are not so transparent. We prove two more theo-
rems.

Theorem 2. Opportune well-situated assistance is justified.

Proof.

1. {OA, WS} ` (Xab
3 γ→ Abγ) ∧ (Xab

3 γ↔ Xab
2 γ) (from OA, WS, and (prop))

2. {OA, WS} ` Xab
2 γ→ Abγ (from 1. and (prop))

3. {OA, WS} ` JA (from 2. and JA)

Theorem 3. Effective faked assistance is impossible.

Proof.

1. {EF, FA} ` Xab
1 γ↔ Eaγ (from EF)

2. {EF, FA} ` Xab
2 γ→ Ebγ (from FA)

3. {EF, FA} ` Xab
2 γ→ γ (from 2., (success), and (prop))

4. {EF, FA} ` Ea(Xab
2 γ→ γ)→ ⊥ (from 3., (notaut), and (prop))

5. {EF, FA} ` Xab
1 (Xab

2 γ→ γ)→ ⊥ (from 1., 4., and (prop))

6. {EF, FA} ` Xab
1 (Xab

2 γ→ γ) ∧ Xab
3 γ→ ⊥ (from 5. and (prop))

7. {EF, FA} ` GIC(Xab
1 , Xab

2 , Xab
3 , γ)→ ⊥ (from 6. by definition)

In English: effective faked assistance is impossible because it occurs when
(i) the agentive mode of the assistant is to actually bring about the content of
the interpersonal control (for γ), and (ii) the controlled agency includes the
fact that the assistee already brings about γ. But by (ii) and (success), the
content of the controlling agency is trivial: it is a theorem in the logic. But by
axiom (notaut), the logic does not allow an agent to bring about tautologies,
which is what the assistant’s mode is by (i).

On the other hand, tentative faked assistance is possible. The reason is
rather ordinary: according to our axiomatics of BIAT, it is possible for an
agent to attempt to bring about tautologies.
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6 Subjective help

We have been arguing for and formalizing an account of help which is uni-
lateral and triggered by an attempt. It is unilateral because we can provide
our help to someone without her accepting it. She could be unaware of our
actions, or she could be unwilling to receive it. Help is based on trying be-
cause it is agent b (supposedly) trying to do something that triggers a’s action
of help.

Here, we want to add that subjectivity plays a crucial role for characteriz-
ing an event as an event of help. Help is subjective since in helping b, agent a
can have imperfect information about b’s volition. There was a Norwegian TV
commercial for Japp chocolate bars where a man finishes a jog on a mountain
road and arrives panting at his sport car parked near a cliff. He proceeds to
stretch, hands on the car, facing the cliff. With a background of Caribbean
music, a rastaman is driving by, eating a chocolate bar. (The slogan says that
it gives extra energy.) He sees the scene, and looking determined he stops his
truck, jumps out, walks to the car and pushes it over the cliff. As the rastaman
believed that the car owner was trying to push his car off the cliff, there is an
aspect of helping behavior in this event.

We extend the BIAT framework with one modality Beli for each agent i.
The formula Beliφ reads that the agent i believes φ. Since our basis framework
of agency is very abstract (BIAT is a weak modal logic), we do not assume
much about the logic of Beli.

Any logic between S5 (full blown knowledge [14]), and the minimal modal
logic should be consistent with our analysis in this paper. (Intermediate sys-
tems can be found in [15].) Although we will not do specific reasoning about
beliefs in this paper, it is typically judicious for a work in modal logic to as-
sume the following:

(reb) if ` φ↔ ψ then ` Beliφ↔ Beliψ

We need a feasible methodology to pick out events of subjective help out
of the many types of weak interpersonal control. We must concede that we
cannot think of a unique methodology that would explain satisfyingly and
completely why we consider that some instance of interpersonal control is
not an event of help and why we consider some other instance as a typical
event of help. Nonetheless, we can reiterate what aspects we see as relevant,
propose the pertinent sets of parameters (viz., Xab

2 and Xab
3 ) and exhaustively

analyze their possible combinations.
The relevant aspects of subjective help are:

• it is based on a (presumed) attempt on the assistee part;

• it is subjective on the assistant part.

Assuming that the relevant beliefs of the assistant concern the trying events
of the assistee, this considerably restricts our research space. Finally, we only
consider help as an effective agency. Thus we adopt EF, meaning that Xab

1
has to be Ea. We will later comment on replacing effective agency by attempt
agency.
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Identifying the relevant subjective events of effective help. With the previ-
ous considerations in mind, we will look specifically at the cases of interper-
sonal control GIC(Xab

1 , Xab
2 , Xab

3 , γ) where the mode of the controlled agency
Xab

3 and the mode of the content of the controlling agency Xab
2 can obey one

of three possible principles. We will examine the following (for all nine com-
binations of X = Xab

2 and X = Xab
3 ):

• ` Xψ↔ Abψ

• ` Xψ↔ Bela Abψ

• ` Xψ↔ Abψ ∧ Bela Abψ

For clarity of exposition we will use several variations on a toy scenario of
interaction between agent a and agent b, where a operates two push-buttons
1 and 2, and b operates a push-button 3. A light is on (property captured by
γ) iff 1 is pressed, and at least one of 2 and 3 is pressed. Suppose that only
agent b may have some concern over γ, and pushes his button 3 as a way to
try to bring about that the light is on: Abγ. Agent a can assist b in doing
so, but may have imperfect knowledge as to whether b indeed tries to bring
about γ. Either a believes that b tries to bring about γ (Bela Abγ) or does not
(¬Bela Abγ).

When the mode of the content of the controlling agency is Ab, the inter-
personal control is (minimally) justified. In the lights of our toy scenario, the
controlling agency may be seen as a indiscernibly pressing button 1, no matter
what his beliefs are. If b tries to bring about γ, thus pressing the button 3, γ
would hold.

• Ea(Abγ→ γ)∧ Abγ. It is precisely our account of successful help: effec-
tive, opportune and well-situated interpersonal control.

• Ea(Abγ → γ) ∧ Bela Abγ. It is not (necessarily) an opportune assistance.
It also does not ensure that γ indeed holds. Agent a believes that b
tries to bring about γ, but this belief is not taken into account in the
controlling agency.

• Ea(Abγ → γ) ∧ (Abγ ∧ Bela Abγ). It is logically equivalent to the con-
junction of the two previous cases. It is an effective, opportune and well-
situated intepersonal control, and agent a’s belief does not add anything
remarkable.

When the mode of the content of the controlling agency is Bela Ab we face
a subjectively sensitive case of controlling agency. It is not justified. In our
scenario, the controlling agency may be seen as a pressing the button 1 no
matter what, and also pressing 2 whenever he believes that b tries to bring
about γ.

• Ea(Bela Abγ→ γ) ∧ Abγ. Although it is an opportune assistance, it does
not (necessarily) imply that γ holds.

• Ea(Bela Abγ → γ) ∧ Bela Abγ. It is not (necessarily) an opportune assis-
tance but γ holds.
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• Ea(Bela Abγ → γ) ∧ (Abγ ∧ Bela Abγ). It is logically equivalent to the
conjunction of the two previous cases. It is an opportune assistance, and
the agent a’s belief has the effect that the interpersonal control results in
γ being true.

Remark 2. We can observe that our description of the variants of the toy example
suggests that in the previous second and third cases a presses both push-buttons 1 and
2. For all practical purpose we might say, in this example, that a does bring about that
γ. We prefer to leave the question open in this paper whether it should be a general
principle, . Possibly, it could be argued that (Ea(Bela Abγ→ γ)∧ Bela Abγ)→ Eaγ
would make a pertinent principle of agency.

When the mode of the content of the controlling agency is Abψ ∧ Bela Abψ,
the interpersonal control is justified, and the controlling agency is subjectively
sensitive. In the scenario, the controlling agency may then be seen as the
variant where a presses the push-button 1 whenever he believes that b tries to
bring about γ.

• Ea((Abγ ∧ Bela Abγ) → γ) ∧ Abγ. It is an opportune assistance, but it is
not (necessarily) true that γ.

• Ea((Abγ∧ Bela Abγ)→ γ)∧ Bela Abγ. It is not (necessarily) an opportune
assistance, and it is not (necessarily) true that γ.

• Ea((Abγ∧ Bela Abγ)→ γ)∧ (Abγ∧ Bela Abγ). It is logically equivalent to
the conjunction of the two previous cases. It is an opportune assistance,
a justifiably believes that b tries to bring about γ. It does imply that γ
holds.

Tentative subjective help. Each case of effective help that we just mentioned
naturally has a counterpart as tentative help.

In order to talk conveniently about tentative subjective help, we must come
up with an adequate modification of the toy scenario used previously. Agent
a now is at some distance from the push-buttons 1 and 2, and has to throw
skillfully a juggling ball at each of them in order to activate them. What is
important here is that unlike pushing a button, the result of throwing a ball at
a button has a non-deterministic result. Throwing a juggling ball at a button,
we consider it as a trying to press the button. Agent b still operates the push-
button 3, normally as before. In addition, the light is on in the same conditions
as before, that is, when 1 is pressed, and at least one of 2 and 3 is pressed.

Consider again the three cases:

• ` Xab
2 ψ↔ Abψ

• ` Xab
2 ψ↔ Bela Abψ

• ` Xab
2 ψ↔ Abψ ∧ Bela Abψ

but under the assumption TE this time. The controlling agency of our modi-
fied toy scenario can then be described respectively as:

• Aa(Abγ → γ): a indiscernibly throws a juggling ball at button 1, no
matter what his beliefs are.
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• Aa(Bela Abγ → γ): a throws a juggling ball at button 1 no matter what,
and also throws a juggling ball at button 2 whenever he believes that b
tries to bring about γ.

• Aa((Abγ ∧ Bela Abγ) → γ): a throws a juggling ball at the push-button
1 whenever he believes that b tries to bring about γ.

Finally, essentially the same comments would be made about the resulting
interpersonal controls, except that none of them would (necessarily) imply
that γ holds.

Warneken & Tomasello’s experiments. In [45], Warneken & Tomasello de-
scribe four experiments of help behavior in prelinguistic or just-linguistic chil-
dren. In one of them, the adult tries, or at least act as he tries, to put magazines
into a cabinet. But the doors are closed and he bumps into it instead. The ex-
periment8 shows that the infant helps the adult to achieve his task by opening
the doors.

Say that open stands for the “cabinet is open”. The scenario can be formal-
ized in the logic.

1. The subjective controlled agency: Beltoddler Aadultopen

2. The subjective controlling agency: Etoddler(Beltoddler Aadultopen→ open)

3. Possibly: Aadultopen

So, (1) the toddler believes that the adult tries to bring about that the cabi-
net is open, and (2) the toddler brings about that the cabinet is open when
he believes that the adult tries to bring about that the cabinet is open. The
subjective help captured by the experiment is then an interpersonal control

GIC(Etoddler, Beltoddler Aadult, Beltoddler Aadult, open).

It is a well-situated and effective interpersonal control. Also, it is a successful
subjective help in the sense that ` GIC(Etoddler, Beltoddler Aadult, Beltoddler Aadult,
open)→ open. (3) It is irrelevant whether the adult indeed tries to bring about
that the cabinet is open, and the setting of the experiment does not allow us
to conclude any way or the other. Hence, it is not an opportune event of
assistance.
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